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-West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2012

Part -III

PHILOSOPHY _. HONOURS

Paper - VII

[ Maximum Marks: 10

", . The jigw:es in the margin indicate full marks.

Answer Question No. 1 and any five from the rest taking at least one each from
Group A and Group B and at least two [rom Group C.
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1. Answer any Jour questions:

a) What are the charactertstrcs of a person established in the 'sthitaprajna state' ?

b) Explain the Vedic concept of 'Rna'.

c) What is the meaning of the idea of 'Brahma-Vtharbhavana . ?

d) Distinguish between motive and intention.
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e) Distinguish between Psychological Hedonism and Ethical Hedonism .

. 0 Discuss in brief Aristotle's Virtue Ethics.

g) What is the Cosmological Argument for the existence of God?

h). State the nature of God after Nyaya.

i) With what arguments do the Carvakas refute "the existence of God?

j) Is religious language non-cognitive?

GROUP'- A

~'11":qs

( Indian Ethics / ~t'!1&l~~~"l-rn!)
2. What is Purusartha ? Discuss the different concepts of Pur usartha and their inter-

relation. Discuss in this connection why Mok~a is considered as the highest

Purusartha. 2:+ 10+4
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3. Discuss Niskama Karma after Bhagavad Gita. In this connection state its difference

from Sakama Karma. 16

4. . Describe in detail the ethics of Panchasila. What is the goal of Panchasila as

formulated by Buddha?

9f~Xftc1~.~m~'1~ I~~~~~~~?

10 + 6
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GROUP - B

~~-~

(Western Ethics / ~ ~~·trnJ)

5. Define Ethics. Indicate the scope of Ethics. In this connection explain ethics as a

practical science. 3 -+- 7 + 6

6. What is Utilitarianism? Discuss in brief Mill's Utilitarianism. 4 + 12

7. "Good will alone is good itself' - Elucidate. Why does Kant regard the moral law as a

Categorical Imperative? Discuss. 10 + 6

GROUP - C

(Plutas / ~)

8. Explain and examine the relation between magic and religion. 16

9. Discuss how Durkheim denies the existence of God in his Sociological theory. 16
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/. What is the proble~ of the religious use of language? In this connection discuss the

doctrine of 'analogical predication' as advocated by Aquinas. 6 + 10
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11. Write short notes on any two of the following:

QJ ~ ~ '<3~ ~~f'if;~ ~ ~~ g

c)

4 + 12

d)

was a

10 + 6

~ ? ;;

16

16

a) Ontological Argument for the existence of God
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b) Arguments against the existence of God as given in JainaPh11osophy

~ ~ffi f<f~ CisM m ~~~~
Religious Pluralism

m 15J(ji<1lt~<n"t

Buddhistic view about God.
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